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Abstract

We verify, for each odd prime p < 1000, a conjecture of W. McCallum and
the author’s on the surjectivity of pairings on p-units constructed out of the cup
product on the first Galois cohomology group of the maximal unramified outside
p extension of Q(µp) with µp-coefficients. In the course of the proof, we relate
several Iwasawa-theoretic and Hida-theoretic objects. In particular, we construct
a canonical isomorphism between an Eisenstein ideal modulo its square and the
second graded piece in an augmentation filtration of a classical Iwasawa module
over an abelian pro-p Kummer extension of the cyclotomic Zp-extension of an
abelian field. This Kummer extension arises from the Galois representation on an
inverse limit of ordinary parts of first cohomology groups of modular curves that
was considered by M. Ohta in order to give another proof of the Iwasawa Main
Conjecture in the spirit of that of B. Mazur and A. Wiles. In turn, we relate the
Iwasawa module over the Kummer extension to the quotient of the tensor product
of the classical cyclotomic Iwasawa module and the Galois group of the Kummer
extension by the image of a certain reciprocity map that is constructed out of an
inverse limit of cup products up the cyclotomic tower. We give an application to
the structure of the Selmer groups of Ohta’s modular representation taken modulo
the Eisenstein ideal.

1 Introduction

The central object of our study is, for an odd prime p, the cup product in the cohomology

of the Galois group G of the maximal pro-p unramified outside p extension of F = Q(µp)

with µp-coefficients,

H1(G, µp)⊗H1(G, µp)
∪−→ H2(G, µ⊗2

p ).

This cup product is well known to describe the structure of G modulo the closed normal

subgroup generated by pth powers and triple commutators. Moreover, it provides a

useful first object in the study of Iwasawa theory over metabelian pro-p unramified

outside p extensions of F , as detailed in [Sh2] and Section 4.

Via Kummer theory, the cup product induces a pairing on the p-units EF of F ,

( · , · ) : EF × EF → AF ⊗ µp,
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where AF denotes the p-part of the class group of F . In [McS], W. McCallum and

the author studied this pairing in detail. For p satisfying Vandiver’s Conjecture, which

states that AF equals its (−1)-eigenspace A−F under complex conjugation, we conjectured

that the image of the pairing ( · , · ) generates AF ⊗ µp [McS, Conjecture 5.3]. Denoting

the projection of ( · , · ) to A−F ⊗ µp by ( · , · )−, we state the obvious unconditional

strengthening of that conjecture.

Conjecture 1.1 (McCallum-Sharifi). The image of the pairing ( · , · )− generates A−F ⊗
µp.

In fact, the author expects that ( · , · )− is itself always surjective. As described in

[McS], a positive solution of this conjecture has numerous applications: among others, to

R. Greenberg’s pseudo-nullity conjecture in Iwasawa theory, to products in K-groups of

cyclotomic integer rings, and to Y. Ihara’s pro-p Lie algebra arising from the outer rep-

resentation of Galois on the pro-p fundamental group of the projective line minus three

points. In this paper, we focus instead on a relationship between the structure of certain

Iwasawa modules over Kummer extensions and the structure of ordinary Hecke algebras

of modular forms localized at the Eisenstein ideal. It is this intriguing relationship that

enables us to prove the following result.

Theorem 1.2. The pairing ( · , · ) is surjective for p < 1000.

The cup product pairing has the property that (x, 1−x) = 0 if x and 1−x are both

p-units in F . By imposing relations arising from this fact, McCallum and the author

were able to compute a unique nontrivial possibility, up to scalar, for each projection of

( · , · ) to a nontrivial ∆ = Gal(F/Q)-eigenspace of AF for all p < 10,000 (now completed

for p < 25,000). Therefore, we have a complete computation of the pairing ( · , · ) up to

a unit in (Z/pZ)[∆] for all p < 1000.

Our method of proof, while given in the context of Iwasawa and Hida theory, is

in the spirit of K. Ribet’s proof of the converse of Herbrand’s theorem [Ri]. We now

describe the basic idea at the finite level, first recalling Ribet’s work and then explaining

our extension of it. Let ω denote the Teichmüller character. If p divides the Bernoulli

number Bk for some even k less than p, then there is a congruence between a weight

2, level p, and character ωk−2 Eisenstein series and a cuspidal eigenform f of the same

weight, level, and character at a prime p above p in the ring of coefficients of f . Ribet

showed that the fixed field of the kernel of the Galois representation ρf attached to f on

GF contains a nontrivial unramified elementary abelian p-extension H of F such that

Gal(H/F ) has an ω1−k-action of ∆. In fact, H is fixed by the kernel of the action of GF

on a choice of lattice for ρf modulo p.

For our construction, we assume that p does not divide the Bernoulli number Bp+1−k

and, for simplicity of this description, that p2 does not divide Bk. We find a metabelian
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extension M of F in the fixed field of the kernel of ρf , the arithmetic of which determines

the nontriviality of a certain value of the cup product. Unlike H, the field M cannot be

found in the fixed field of the representation on a lattice modulo p. To find it, we pass

to a larger quotient of a lattice by a sublattice intermediate between those determined

by p and p2 (see Section 3). As an extension of F , the field M has maximal abelian

subextension equal to the compositum HE of H and a degree p unramified outside p

extension E = F (η1/p) (with η ∈ EF ) of F that has an ωk−1-action of ∆. Over HE,

the field M is an unramified elementary abelian p-extension. We show that if no prime

above p splits completely in M/HE, then (p, η) does not vanish. To show that no prime

above p splits completely in M/HE is equivalent to showing that the pth coefficient of

f is not 1 modulo p2 (for some f as above), which is computable.

We will consider a rather general set of abelian fields and Dirichlet characters in this

article, but let us continue to describe the situation over K = Q(µp∞) here. Let XK

denote the Galois group of the maximal unramified abelian pro-p extension of K. The

Iwasawa Main Conjecture states that the ω1−k-eigenspace of XK has characteristic ideal

generated by a p-adic power series determined by Lp(ω
k, s). This conjecture was first

proven by B. Mazur and A. Wiles in [MW] via a study of the action of the absolute

Galois group on “good” quotients of the Jacobians of certain modular curves. The basic

idea of their proof is the same as that for Ribet’s theorem, but the proof is vastly more

involved. A similar but slightly more streamlined proof was given more recently by

M. Ohta [O3] using Hida theory (see also [Wi]). Ohta’s proof extends methods of M.

Kurihara [Ku] and G. Harder and R. Pink [HP], who developed the analogue of Ribet’s

work in the more technical setting of level one modular forms. It is Ohta’s work that

we shall call upon in this paper.

We study the action of the absolute Galois groupGQ on an Eisenstein component X of

a particular inverse limit of cohomology groups of modular curves previously considered

by Ohta [O5] (see Section 2 for the precise definition). Define h to be the localization of

Hida’s ordinary cuspidal Hecke algebra at the maximal ideal containing the Eisenstein

ideal I with character ωk. Then X is an h-module. If p divides Bk but not Bp+1−k, Ohta

showed that X is free of rank 2 over h. The fixed field of the kernel of the representation

ρ : GQ → Auth X contains a certain abelian pro-p extension L of K that is unramified

outside p and totally ramified above p. We can consider XL, the Galois group of the

maximal unramified abelian pro-p extension of L, and its filtration by powers of the

augmentation ideal IG in Zp[[G]], where G = Gal(L/K).

Using the representation ρ, we exhibit a canonical isomorphism between the group

of Gal(K/Q)-coinvariants of IGXL/I
2
GXL and the Eisenstein ideal I modulo its square

(Theorem 3.5). Under this isomorphism, the Frobenius element on the Galois side is

identified with Up−1 on the Hecke side. This yields that the corresponding subquotient

of the Galois group YL of the maximal unramified abelian pro-p extension of L in which
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all primes above p split completely is isomorphic to I/I2 modulo the pro-p subgroup

generated by Up − 1 (Theorem 3.6). The structure of these latter subquotients can be

seen to relate to the ω1−k-eigenspace of the quotient of the classical Iwasawa module

XK by an inverse limit of cup products up the cyclotomic tower. (The precise result,

Corollary 5.1, involves a certain reciprocity map constructed out of this inverse limit of

cup products in Section 4.) In particular, supposing p does not simultaneously divide

Bk and Bp+1−k for any even k < p, we prove that (p, · ) is surjective if and only if Up− 1

generates I for each k (Theorem 5.6). Thus, to obtain the surjectivity in Theorem 1.2,

we verify the latter condition for all p < 1000. Note that we do not conjecture that

pairing with p is itself always surjective, nor that Up − 1 always generates I.

In Section 6, we give a short discussion of the computation of certain Selmer groups

of Hida representations taken modulo the Eisenstein ideal that is made possible by the

isomorphisms of Theorems 3.5 and 3.6.

In forthcoming work, we will discuss an as-yet-conjectural relationship between

(ηi, ηk−i) for special cyclotomic p-units ηi and odd integers i (see [McS, Section 5]),

and Lp(f, ω
i−1, 1), which may be viewed as an element of p, modulo p2. Here, f and

p are as before (and again, for simplicity, p2 - Bk). In this setting, we have p = η1,

and Lp(f, 1) is explicitly related to Up− 1 by [Ki, Theorem 4.8]. Conjecture 1.1 may be

reinterpreted as the statement that the images of these p-adic L-values generate p/p2

for each k. Theorems 5.2 and 5.6 serve as the first pieces of theoretical evidence for this

more powerful conjecture. This conjecture suggests that the cup product pairing is only

mildly degenerate, which is supported by the numerical evidence of [McS, Theorem 5.1].
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2 Preliminaries

We begin by describing the ordinary Hecke algebras of Hida, which Hida defined and

studied in a series of papers (e.g., [H1, H2]). Let p ≥ 5 be a prime number, and let N

be a positive integer prime to p. The ordinary Hecke algebras parameterize ordinary
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modular forms of all weights and all levels Npr with r ≥ 1. Let us very briefly recall

one definition of these Hecke algebras here.

Let Mk(Γ1(Np
r)) denote the space of modular forms over C of level Npr and weight

k ≥ 2, and let Hk(Γ1(Np
r)) denote the Hecke subalgebra over Z of EndCMk(Γ1(Np

r)).

We have natural maps

Hk(Γ1(Np
r+1)) → Hk(Γ1(Np

r)).

For any commutative ring R with 1, we have a Hecke algebra

H(N ;R) = lim←
r≥1

(Hk(Γ1(Np
r))⊗Z R)

in the inverse limit, and the Hecke operators in this inverse limit are the inverse limit of

the Hecke operators at finite level. We may repeat this construction with Mk(Γ1(Np
r))

replaced by Sk(Γ1(Np
r)), the space of cusp forms of weight k and level Npr over C. We

obtain Hecke algebras denoted hk(Γ1(Np
r)) and h(N ;R).

Set

Zp,N = lim←
r

Z/prNZ.

If O is a Zp-algebra, then H(N ;O) and h(N ;O) are algebras over O[[Z×p,N ]] via the action

of the inverse limits of diamond operators. Let [x] ∈ O[[Z×p,N ]] denote the group element

associated to x ∈ Z×p,N . We use Tl for l - Np and Ul for l | Np to denote the usual Hecke

operators for prime l in these algebras.

Denote by H1(N ;O) the inverse limit of the cohomology groups H1(Y1(Np
r),O),

where Y1(Np
r) is the usual modular curve of level Npr. The “ordinary parts” of these

cohomology groups (i.e., the summands upon which Up acts invertibly) were studied by

Ohta in a series of works [O1]-[O5], and the rest of this section is a partial summary of

his results.

Remark. Following Ohta [O2], we consider the action of H(N ;O) on H1(N ;O) which

arises as the inverse limit of the actions of its Hecke operators dual under Weil pairings

to the usual actions at each level Npr. However, we do not give the Hecke operators

acting in this manner a separate notation (e.g., T (l)∗), since it is the only action on

H1(N ;O) we shall use. We also use the original Z×p,N -action of Hida [H1, p. 552], which

is to say that the Z×p,N -action of Ohta [O1, Section 2.1] on the Hecke algebra H(N ;O) is

a twist of ours by multiplication by χ−2. For any prime l not dividing Np, the operator

T (l, l) of Hida satisfies [l] = l2T (l, l) in our notation.

From now on, we fix a nontrivial even Dirichlet character θ : (Z/NpZ)× → Qp
×

of

conductor N or Np. We let O be the ring generated over Zp by the values of θ. Let

ω : Z×p,N → Z×p denote the natural Dirichlet (Teichmüller) character factoring through
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(Z/pZ)×. Let χ : Z×p,N → Z×p denote the natural projection, and let κ = χω−1. We will

view κ, χ, ω, and θ alternatively as characters GQ → O×. For any Dirichlet character

ψ, we let B1,ψ denote the associated (first) generalized Bernoulli number.

The following conditions are employed by Ohta in his work.

Hypothesis 1. We shall make the following assumptions:

a. p - ϕ(N), where ϕ denotes the Euler-phi function,

b. θ|(Z/pZ)× 6= ω|(Z/pZ)×,

c. θ|(Z/pZ)× 6= ω2|(Z/pZ)×,

d. p | B1,θω−1,

e. p - B1,ωθ−1.

Remark. If N = 1, then Hypothesis 1 reduces to parts d and e.

The Eisenstein ideal Iθ(N ;O) (resp., Iθ(N ;O)) for the character θ is defined to be

the ideal of H(N ;O) (resp., h(N ;O)) generated by Tl − 1 − l−1[l] and [l] − θ(l)[κ(l)]

for l - Np, along with Ul − 1 for l | Np. Note that Hypothesis 1a implies that O is

unramified over Zp. So, let M (resp., m) be the maximal ideal of H(N ;O) containing

Iθ(N ;O) (resp., the maximal ideal of h(N ;O) containing Iθ(N ;O)).

We let H = H(N ;O)M, the localization of H(N ;O) at M, and similarly, we let

h = h(N ;O)m. Let I (resp., I) denote the image of Iθ(N ;O) (resp., Iθ(N ;O)) in

H (resp., h). The Hecke algebras H and h have θ-actions of the diamond operators

in (Z/NpZ)×. We define Λh to be the Zp-subalgebra Zp[[1 + pZp]] of h topologically

generated by the (images of the) diamond operators in h, and we may identify this with

the power series ring Zp[[T ]] by identifying [1 + p]− 1 and T . We have an isomorphism

of Hecke Λh-modules

h/I ∼= Λh/(gθ),

where gθ((1 + p)s − 1) = Lp(θ, 1− s) for all s ∈ Zp [O4, Corollary A.2.4].

Let X = H1(N ;O)⊗H h, which is both a GQ and an h-module. Fix a decomposition

group Dp and its inertia subgroup Ip at p inside the absolute Galois group GQ of Q.

Define X+ to be the Dp-module XIp . (Propositions 1.2.8 and 1.3.6 of [O3] together imply

that X+ is Dp-stable.) Pick a cyclic subgroup ∆p of Ip having order p−1 and on which ω

is injective. We let X− be the Zp-submodule of X upon which ∆p acts by θ−1ω. We have

a direct sum decomposition X = X+ ⊕X− of h-modules (as in [O2, (5.3.5)]). Ohta [O5,

Theorem 3.3.2] showed that our hypotheses, particularly Hypothesis 1e, imply that H

is Gorenstein (which also follows from previous work of C. Skinner and A. Wiles [SW]).

From this, one obtains that X+ and X− are free h-modules of rank 1 [O5, Section 3.4].
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Let

ρ : GQ → Auth(X)

denote the Galois representation on X. The fixed field of the kernel of ρ is unramified

over Q outside of the primes dividing Np. We have

det ρ(σ) = θ(σ)−1χ(σ)[κ(σ)−1] ∈ h.

We have four maps on GQ called a, b, c, and d, with

a(σ) ∈ Endh(X
−), b(σ) ∈ Homh(X

+,X−),

c(σ) ∈ Homh(X
−,X+), and d(σ) ∈ Endh(X

+)

for σ ∈ GQ, such that we may represent ρ in matrix form as

ρ(σ) =

(
a(σ) b(σ)

c(σ) d(σ)

)
.

We remark that for σ ∈ Ip, we have

ρ(σ) =

(
det ρ(σ) 0

c(σ) 1

)
,

and ρ is lower-triangular on an element of a decomposition group Dp containing Ip.

Note that we have canonical isomorphisms Endh(X
±) ∼= h and noncanonical isomor-

phisms Homh(X
±,X∓) ∼= h given by choices of generators of X+ and X−, which we fix.

With these identifications, let B and C denote the ideals of h generated by the images of

b and c, respectively, under these isomorphisms. Ohta [O5, Section 3.4] used the above-

mentioned freeness of X± to show that B = I and C = h using a method developed by

Harder-Pink [HP] and Kurihara [Ku] for level 1 modular forms.

Let F be the fixed field of the kernel of θ on GQ(µp). Let K denote the cyclotomic

Zp-extension of F . Consider the maps

ā : GQ → (h/I)× and b̄ : GQ → B/IB

given by following a and b by the obvious projections. The fixed field of the kernel of

ā = det ρ (mod I)

(see [O3, Lemma 3.3.5]) on GQ(µp) is K. We have a homomorphism

φB : GQ → B/IB o (h/I)×,
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the semi-direct product taken with respect to the natural action, which we can represent

in matrix form as

φB(σ) =

(
ā(σ) b̄(σ)

0 1

)
for σ ∈ GQ. Let H denote the fixed field of the kernel of φB on GF .

Let Γ = Gal(K/F ), let Γ̃ = Gal(K/Q), let Λ = O[[Γ]], and let Λ̃ = O[[Γ̃]]. Let

∆̃ = Gal(F/Q), and let ∆ = Gal(Q(µp)/Q). Note that χ, κ, θ, and ω induce characters

on Γ̃, Γ, ∆̃, and ∆, respectively. We make an identification Λ ∼= O[[U ]] for U = γ − 1,

where γ ∈ Γ satisfies χ(γ) = 1 + p.

Let A be a Zp[[Γ̃]]-module. Given a character ψ : ∆̃ → Qp
×
, we let A(ψ) denote the

ψ-eigenspace of A. That is, if we let Rψ denote the ring generated by the values of ψ

over Zp, then

A(ψ) = A⊗Zp[∆̃] Rψ
∼= {a ∈ A⊗Zp Rψ | δa = ψ(δ)a for all δ ∈ ∆̃},

where the map Zp[∆̃] → Rψ in the tensor product is the surjection induced by ψ. We

remark that A(ψ) has the structure of a Rψ[[Γ̃]]-module. In Appendix A, we discuss the

decomposition of Zp[∆̃]-modules and tensor products of such modules into eigenspaces.

Let XK denote the Galois group of the maximal unramified abelian pro-p exten-

sion of K. Ohta proved the following result on the structure of its (ωθ−1)-eigenspace.

Though the proof we mention here uses the Iwasawa main conjecture, Ohta also proved

it independently in order to obtain another proof of the Iwasawa main conjecture (for

p ≥ 5).

Theorem 2.1 (Ohta). The extension H/K is unramified everywhere and Gal(H/K) =

X
(ωθ−1)
K . Furthermore, b̄ induces a canonical isomorphism

X
(ωθ−1)
K

∼= B/IB

of Λ̃-modules in which the Galois action on B/IB is given by ā. In particular, B/IB
has characteristic ideal (gθ) as a Λh-module.

Proof. The first two sentences follow from [O3, Theorem 3.3.12]. Let fθ ∈ Λ satisfy

fθ((1 + p)s − 1) = Lp(θ, s)

for s ∈ Zp. The Iwasawa main conjecture, as first proven in [MW], states that X
(ωθ−1)
K

has characteristic ideal (fθ(U)) as a Λ-module. Thus, to verify the final sentence, we

need merely note that ā(γ) = (1+p)[1+p]−1 and gθ((1+p)s−1) = fθ((1+p)1−s−1).
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3 The Galois Representation

In this section, we study the maps

c̄ : GQ → C/IC and d̄ : GQ → (h/I2)×

arising from c and d by projection. The fixed field of c̄ of GK contains a pro-p abelian

extension L of K unramified outside and totally ramified at primes above p, with Galois

group G. The image of d is contained in 1+I [O3, Lemma 3.3.5]. We show that d̄−1 sets

up a canonical isomorphism between (IGXL/I
2
GXL)Γ̃ and I/I2, where XL denotes the

Galois group of the maximal unramified abelian pro-p extension of L. If we replace XL

by its maximal quotient YL in which all primes above p split completely, then we obtain

an isomorphism with the quotient of I/I2 by the image of the pro-p group generated

by Up − 1.

For any algebraic extension E of Q, we let SE denote the set of primes above p

and any real infinite places, and we let GE,S denote the Galois group of the maximal

unramified outside SE extension of E.

Lemma 3.1. The Λ-module X
(θω−1)
K is trivial, and X

(ωθ−1)
K is free of finite rank over O.

Proof. Since θ is even, both X
(θω−1)
K and X

(ωθ−1)
K have no finite Λ-submodules (see [Wa,

Proposition 13.28]). Furthermore, they both have trivial µ-invariant by [FW], and there-

fore they are both free of finite rank over O. Hypothesis 1e (together with a, b, and

c) implies that the p-adic power series associated to Lp(ω
2θ−1, s) is a unit (see [Wa,

Theorem 5.11]). Iwasawa’s Main Conjecture then forces X
(θω−1)
K to be finite, hence

trivial.

Now, let us consider the homomorphism φC : GQ → C/IC o (h/I)× that is defined

by its matrix representation

φC(σ) =

(
ā(σ) 0

c̄(σ) 1

)
(3.1)

(or, equivalently, by the action of GQ on X/IX). Let L denote the fixed field of the

kernel of φC on GF , and let G = Gal(L/K). We remark that G ∼= G(θω−1), which gives

G the structure of a Λ̃-module.

For E/K, let ZE denote the Galois group of the maximal abelian pro-p unramified

outside p extension of E. We shall require the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. The group X
(ωθ−1)
K has no O[[Γ′]]-submodule isomorphic to O(−1) for any

nontrivial subgroup Γ′ of Γ.
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Proof. Let Kn = F (µpn) for n ≥ 1, and let AKn denote the p-part of the class group of

Kn. We have a canonical exact sequence of Zp[Gal(Kn/Q)]-modules:

0 → AKn ⊗ µpn → H2(GKn,S, µ
⊗2
pn ) →

⊕
v∈SKn

µpn → µpn → 0. (3.2)

Taking inverse limits, we obtain a canonical injection

X
(ωθ−1)
K (1) ↪→ lim

←
H2(GKn,S, µ

⊗2
pn )(ω2θ−1) (3.3)

(that is an isomorphism under Hypothesis 1b). The group of Gal(K/Kn)-coinvariants of

the latter term of (3.3) is isomorphic to the (ω2θ−1)-eigenspace of H2(GKn,S,Zp(2)) as

GF,S has p-cohomological dimension 2. Since ω2θ−1 is even, we may replace Kn with its

maximal totally real subfield K+
n , and H2(GK+

n ,S
,Zp(2)) is finite by a well-known result

of C. Soulé [So], as desired.

Note that Lemma 3.2 may be stated equivalently as saying that fθ(U) is not divisible

by any nontrivial divisor of ((U +1)p
n− (1+ p)−p

n
) for any n. We are now able to prove

the following lemma on the representation φC .

Lemma 3.3. The extension L/K is unramified outside p and totally ramified at all

primes above p in K. The map c̄ induces an isomorphism G ∼= C/IC of Λ̃-modules,

the action of Γ̃ on C/IC being given by ā−1. We also have C/IC ∼= Λh/(gθ(T )) as

Λh-modules.

Proof. The statement that G ∼= C/IC follows as in [O2, p. 298], the statement on the

action is obvious, and the final statement is also obvious as C = h. Note that we therefore

have an isomorphism G ∼= Λ/(f ◦θ (U)) of Λ-modules, where f ◦θ (U) = fθ((U + 1)−1 − 1).

As for the first statement, we note that if v is a prime of K lying above N , the inertia

group Iv of v in G cannot be finite and nontrivial, as the Λ-submodule generated by Iv

would then be finite (as the set of primes of K above N is finite) and therefore trivial. On

the other hand, any ramification at v is tame, so if Iv is infinite, it must be isomorphic

to Zp(1) as a module over Zp[[Γ
′]] for some subgroup Γ′ ≤ Γ of finite index. This would

imply that f ◦θ (U) shares a nontrivial common divisor with (U +1)p
n− (1+p)p

n
for some

n, which is not the case by Lemma 3.2. Hence, we see that L/K is unramified outside

p. That L/K is totally ramified at primes above p now follows from Lemma 3.1 and the

fact that G has a (θω−1)-action of ∆̃.

For any algebraic extension E of K, let XE denote the Galois group of the maximal

unramified abelian pro-p extension of E, and let YE denote the maximal quotient of XE
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in which all primes above p split completely. Let IG denote the augmentation ideal in

Zp[[G]]. We have a canonical isomorphism G ∼= IG/I
2
G of Zp[[Γ̃]]-modules by σ 7→ σ − 1

(and hence of Λ̃-modules, as G has the structure of an O-module).

From now on, we assume the following strengthening of Hypothesis 1b.

Hypothesis 2. We have that θ2|(Z/pZ)× 6= ω2|(Z/pZ)×.

Remark. In fact, it would suffice in what follows to assume that θ2 and ω2 do not agree

on Dp. If N = 1, then Hypothesis 2 holds automatically.

Lemma 3.4. The canonical maps in the following commutative diagram are all Λ̃-

isomorphisms:

(XL/IGXL)(ωθ−1) ∼ //

o
��

X
(ωθ−1)
K

o
��

(YL/IGYL)(ωθ−1) ∼ // Y
(ωθ−1)
K .

Proof. For v ∈ SK , let Gv denote the decomposition group at v in G, let D′v denote the

decomposition group at v in XL/IGXL, and let Dv denote the decomposition group at v

in XK . Since, by Lemma 3.3, we know that L/K is unramified outside p and has trivial

maximal unramified subextension, we have a commutative diagram with exact rows and

columns: ⊕
v∈SK D

′
v

//

��

⊕
v∈SK Dv

��

XL/IGXL
//

��

XK
//

��

0

YL/IGYL //

��

YK //

��

0

0 0

Note that ∆ does not permute the primes in SK . Furthermore, each Dv has a trivial

action of ∆, as it is the Galois group of an unramified local extension, and the restriction

of ωθ−1 to ∆ is not the identity by Hypothesis 1b. Therefore, the direct sum of the Dv

has trivial (ωθ−1)-eigenspace. The same holds for the direct sum of the D′v.

It now suffices to show that the (ωθ−1)-eigenspace of the kernel K of YL/IGYL → YK

is trivial. For this, consider the following commutative diagram with exact columns and
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exact rows aside from the first, which is a complex:

0

��⊕
v∈SK H2(Gv,Zp)

��

j
// H2(G,Zp) //

��

K

��(⊕
w∈SL H1(GLw ,Zp)

)
G

//

��

(ZL)G //

��

(YL)G //

��

0

⊕
v∈SK H1(GKv ,Zp) //

��

ZK //

��

YK //

��

0

⊕
v∈SK Gv //

��

G //

��

0

0 0

(Note that H2(G,Zp) is isomorphic to the wedge product over Zp of two copies of G.)

Since Gv = G for each v ∈ SK , we have that the corestriction map j is surjective. By

the Snake Lemma, it remains only to show that the (ωθ−1)-eigenspace of
⊕

v∈SK Gv is

trivial. For this, we remark as before that its summands are not permuted by ∆. Since

G ∼= G(θω−1), Hypothesis 2 implies that the Zp[∆]-eigenspace of Gv determined by the

restriction of ωθ−1 is trivial.

We now study the homomorphism on GQ to formal matrices defined as

φD(σ) =

(
ā(σ) b̄(σ)

c̄(σ) d̄(σ)

)
for σ ∈ GQ. That is, consider the set

N =

{(
α β

γ δ

)
| α ∈ (h/I)×, β ∈ I/I2, γ ∈ h/I, and δ ∈ (h/I2)×

}
,

which we observe forms a group under the usual multiplication of matrices. More specif-

ically, for δ ∈ (h/I2)×, we let δ̄ denote its image in (h/I)×, and we view h/I and I/I2

as h/I-modules under multiplication. Our multiplication is:(
α β

γ δ

)
·
(
α′ β′

γ′ δ′

)
=

(
αα′ αβ′ + δ′β

α′γ + δ̄γ′ γβ′ + δδ′

)
.

Then φD is the homomorphism given by following ρ with the projection from the image

of ρ in GL2(h) to N , noting again here that B = I.

12



Let M denote the fixed field of the kernel of φD on GF . Although we do not need it,

we note that we may use φD to form a new homomorphism ψD, represented in matrix

form as

ψD(σ) =

 1 c̄(σ) d̄(σ)− 1

0 ā(σ) b̄(σ)

0 0 1


for σ ∈ GQ, which perhaps gives one a better feeling for the structure of the Galois

group Gal(M/Q). In particular, we may view M as a Heisenberg extension of K. We

have a field diagram:

M

HL

(XL/IGXL)(ωθ
−1)

xxx

xxx
G

GG
GG

GG
GG

G

L
G

FFFFFFFFF H

X
(ωθ−1)
K

www

www

K

Γ

Γ̃

F

∆̃Q(µp)

∆

Q

We remark that G ∼= C/IC has an ā−1-action of Γ̃, hence a (θω−1)-action of ∆̃, as

opposed to the ā-action of Γ̃ (resp., (ωθ−1)-action of ∆̃) on Gal(H/K) ∼= B/IB. Since

M/H and M/L are abelian, Gal(M/HL) too has an action of Γ̃, but this action is seen

to be trivial from the matrix representation.

Theorem 3.5. The extension M/HL is unramified everywhere, and

Gal(M/HL) ∼= (IGXL/I
2
GXL)Γ̃.

The map d̄− 1 induces a canonical isomorphism of Zp-modules

(IGXL/I
2
GXL)Γ̃

∼−→ I/I2.

Proof. Note the following equality in I/I2:

d̄(στ)− 1 = c̄(σ)b̄(τ) + d̄(σ)d̄(τ)− 1 = c̄(σ)b̄(τ) + (d̄(σ)− 1) + (d̄(τ)− 1)
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for σ, τ ∈ GQ. One easily computes that, for σ ∈ GH and τ ∈ GL, we have

d̄([σ, τ ])− 1 = c̄(σ)b̄(τ).

Since B = I, C = h, and b̄ and c̄ are surjective on GL and GH , respectively, the group

P = Gal(M/HL) is seen to be equal to the commutator subgroup of Gal(M/K), and

d̄− 1 induces a canonical isomorphism

P
∼−→ I/I2. (3.4)

Now, note that M is an abelian pro-p extension of HL which is unramified outside

the primes dividing N . Furthermore, the completion of HL at a prime w above N is

the unique unramified Zp-extension of the completion of F at this prime. If the inertia

group Pw of w in P is infinite, then, as the ramification at w is tame, it is isomorphic to

Zp(1) as a module over Zp[[Γ
′]] for some subgroup Γ′ ≤ Γ of finite index. However, this

is impossible as P has a trivial Γ̃-action. Hence, Pw must be finite. However, since P is

isomorphic to X
(ωθ−1)
K as a pro-p group by Theorem 2.1 and (3.4), the second statement

of Lemma 3.1 forces Pw to be zero. Hence, M/HL is everywhere unramified.

We have now exhibited a surjection

(IGXL/I
2
GXL)Γ̃ � P. (3.5)

Combining (3.4) and (3.5) and noting Lemma A.3, we have a natural commutative

diagram of Zp[[Γ̃]]-modules:

IG/I
2
G ⊗O (XL/IGXL)(ωθ−1)

o
��

// // (IGXL/I
2
GXL)Γ̃

����

C/IC ⊗O B/IB // // I/I2.

(3.6)

In fact, the lower horizontal map in (3.6) factors through the tensor product over h.

Of course, since C = h and B = I, we have that the map

C/IC ⊗h B/IB → I/I2 (3.7)

is an isomorphism. As the GQ-action on B/IB is given by ā and on C/IC by ā−1, it is

easy to see that

C/IC ⊗h B/IB ∼= (C/IC ⊗O B/IB)Γ̃.

Thus, the right vertical arrow in the diagram (3.6) is also an isomorphism.
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Theorem 3.6. Let V denote the Zp-span of Up − 1 in I. Then the map d̄ − 1 induces

an isomorphism

(IGYL/I
2
GYL)Γ̃ → I/(V + I2)

of Zp-modules.

Proof. We know from Theorem 3.5 that XL/I
2
GXL has a Zp[[Gal(L/Q)]]-quotient Z =

Gal(M/L) and, therefore, also a quotient Z ′, which fit into a commutative diagram with

exact rows

0 // (IGXL/I
2
GXL)Γ̃

//

����

Z //

����

(XL/IGXL)(ωθ−1) //

o
��

0

0 // (IGYL/I
2
GYL)Γ̃

// Z ′ // (YL/IGYL)(ωθ−1) // 0.

(3.8)

Let p be a prime above p in K. We know that L/K is totally ramified at p by Lemma

3.3, so there is a unique prime P above p in L. Since XL/I
2
GXL is abelian, there is a

unique decomposition group Dp at P in this Galois group. By Lemma 3.4, the image D̄p

of Dp in Z is contained in (IGXL/I
2
GXL)Γ̃. Since Γ̃ acts trivially on the latter module,

we have that D̄ = D̄p is the unique decomposition group above p in Z.

We claim that D̄ is equal to the kernel of the surjection

(IGXL/I
2
GXL)Γ̃ � (IGYL/I

2
GYL)Γ̃.

To see this, note that the kernel of the map XL/I
2
GXL → YL/I

2
GYL is the product of the

Dp, and hence the kernel of IGXL/I
2
GXL → IGYL/I

2
GYL is the intersection of this product

with IGXL/I
2
GXL. Now we know that the projection of this product to Z is simply D̄,

and this is the entire kernel of the map Z → Z ′ by (3.8) and the Snake Lemma applied

to the diagram

0 // IG(IG + IΓ)XL/I
2
GXL

//

����

IGXL/I
2
GXL

//

����

(IGXL/I
2
GXL)Γ̃

//

����

0

0 // IG(IG + IΓ)YL/I
2
GYL

// IGYL/I
2
GYL

// (IGYL/I
2
GYL)Γ̃

// 0.

Hence,

(IGYL/I
2
GYL)Γ̃

∼= (IGXL/I
2
GXL)Γ̃/D̄.

On the other hand, the map d is a homomorphism on our fixed decomposition group

Dp in GQ which has image Up on the inverse of a Frobenius at p [O4, Theorem 3.4.2]

(using Hypothesis 1c). Since [F : Q] is prime to p and L/F is totally ramified at primes
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above p, a prime-to-p power of this Frobenius is contained in Dp∩GL. Also, we have seen

that the image of Dp ∩ GL in Z is simply D̄. By Theorem 3.5, we obtain immediately

that

(IGXL/I
2
GXL)Γ̃/D̄

∼= I/(V + I2),

finishing the proof.

The following example illustrates what occurs in a case in which the class group of

F has p-rank 1.

Example. Consider the case of the smallest irregular prime, p = 37, which divides the

Bernoulli number B32. Let N = 1 and θ = ω32. Here, XK is its own ω−31-eigenspace,

and

Gal(H/K) ∼= XK
∼= YK ∼= Z37(1− k)

for some k ≡ 32 mod 36 (inside Z37 × Z/36Z). We have G = Gal(L/K) ∼= Z37(k −
1). Both H and L are generated by cyclotomic 37-units. For instance, the degree 37

subextension of L/K is generated by the 37th root of

η =
36∏
i=1

(1− ζ i37)
i30 ,

where ζ37 is a primitive 37th root of 1.

Theorem 3.5 implies

G⊗Z37 XK
∼= IG/I

2
G ⊗Z37 XL/IGXL

∼= IGXL/I
2
GXL

∼= Z37

as Λ̃-modules, and the Galois group IGXL/I
2
GXL is the commutator subgroup of the

Galois group of the extension it defines over K. It turns out that U37 − 1 generates I,

so IGXL/I
2
GXL is generated by any Frobenius at 37. In other words, IGYL/I

2
GYL = 0

and M = HL. As we shall see in Theorem 5.6, this also forces the nontriviality of a cup

product pairing at the level of F on the 37-units 37 and η.

4 Cup products

In this section, we shall work in a somewhat more abstract setting and construct what

we refer to as the S-reciprocity map for an abelian p-power Kummer extension of number

fields, which specializes to local reciprocity maps at primes in a fixed set S containing

the primes above p and those which ramify. The S-reciprocity map is constructed out of

cup products in Galois cohomology with ramification restricted to S and coefficients in
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p-power roots of unity. It allows us to give a description of the second graded quotient in

the augmentation filtration of the Galois group of the maximal unramified abelian pro-p

completely split above p extension of an S-ramified Kummer extension of a cyclotomic

Zp-extension of a number field.

In this section, let p be any prime number, and, for the time being, let F be any

number field containing the pmth roots of unity for some m ≥ 1. Let S be any finite set

of primes of F containing those above p and any real places. For any finite extension E

of F , let SE denote the set of primes of E consisting of the primes above those in S, let

AE,S denote the p-part of the SE-class group of E (and similarly for any extension of F ).

We let GE,S denote the Galois group of the maximal extension of E unramified outside

SE. Write OE and OE,S for the ring of integers and SE-integers of E, respectively. Write

BrS(E) for the SE-part of the Brauer group of E. In most of the rest of the notation,

the set S will be understood. We write EE for the group of SE-units O×E,S in E.

We recall the following exact sequences for GF,S-cohomology groups:

0 → EF/Ep
m

F → H1(GF,S, µpm) → AF,S[p
m] → 0 (4.1)

and

0 → AF,S/p
m → H2(GF,S, µpm) → BrS(F )[pm] → 0. (4.2)

By Kummer theory and (4.1), the cohomology group H1(GF,S, µpm) is isomorphic to the

subgroup Bm,F of F×/F×p
m

consisting of reductions of elements a ∈ F× with fractional

ideal aOF,S a pmth power. We will consider the pairing

〈 · , · 〉m,F : Bm,F × Bm,F → H2(GF,S, µ
⊗2
pm)

obtained by cup product on H1(GF,S, µpm).

Let Υ be any subgroup of Bm,F that is free over Z/pmZ. Let E denote the field

defined over F by pmth roots of lifts of elements of Υ, and let Q = Gal(E/F ). Kummer

theory provides a canonical isomorphism

Q
∼−→ Hom(Υ, µpm), σ 7→

(
a 7→ σ(α)

α

)
, (4.3)

where for a ∈ Υ, we use α to denote a pmth root of a lift of a. Let IQ denote the

augmentation ideal of Zp[Q]. We have that Q ∼= IQ/I
2
Q in the usual manner, σ 7→ σ− 1.

Tensoring (4.3) with H2(GF,S, µpm) and applying the resulting map to the homomor-

phism

a 7→ 〈a, b〉m,F
for a ∈ Υ and a fixed b ∈ EF/Ep

m

F (for instance), we obtain an element of

IQ/I
2
Q ⊗H2(GF,S, µpm).
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By varying b and lifting to EF , we have therefore defined a canonical homomorphism

Ψm,E/F : EF → IQ/I
2
Q ⊗H2(GF,S, µpm),

which one might refer to as the mth S-reciprocity map for the extension E/F , as local

reciprocity maps can be constructed in an analogous fashion from norm residue symbols.

(Note that we need not pass through the subgroup Υ or assume that F contains µpm in

our construction, but we do so for comparison with the cup product pairing.)

Let UE/F = EF ∩NE/FE
×. We have a p-group

Pm,E/F = Ψm,E/F (UE/F ),

and we remark that

Pm,E/F ⊆ IQ/I
2
Q ⊗Am,E/F ,

where Am,E/F is defined to be the image of the norm map NE/F : AE,S → AF,S/p
m. (We

can take Am,E/F here instead of H2(GF,S, µpm), or even AF,S/p
m, by the fact that global

norms are local norms everywhere and [McS, Theorem 2.4]. Note that (AF,S/p
m)/Am,E/F

is canonically isomorphic to a quotient of Q.) The following is immediate from the

definition of Ψm,E/F .

Lemma 4.1. Let b ∈ UE/F . For N ≥ 0 and for σi ∈ Q and ai ∈ Am,E/F with 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,

we have

Ψm,E/F (b) =
N∑
i=1

(σi − 1)⊗ ai

if and only if

〈a, b〉m,F =
N∑
i=1

ai ⊗ gσi(a)

for all a ∈ Υ, where, for σ ∈ Q, we have used gσ to denote the image of σ under the

inverse of the map in (4.3).

Let Dm,E/F be the kernel of AE,S → AF,S/p
m. We define

Qm,E/F = IQAE,S/IQDm,E/F ,

which is a quotient of IQAE,S/(p
m + IQ)IQAE,S.

Theorem 4.2. There is a canonical isomorphism

(IQ/I
2
Q ⊗Am,E/F )/Pm,E/F

∼−→ Qm,E/F .
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Proof. We have a natural map

f : IQ/I
2
Q ⊗ AE,S/IQAE,S → IQAE,S/(p

m + IQ)IQAE,S

with

f((σ − 1)⊗ Ā) = (σ − 1)A (mod (pm + IQ)IQAE,S).

for σ ∈ Q and A ∈ AE,S with image Ā in AE,S/IQAE,S. This descends to a homomor-

phism

h : IQ/I
2
Q ⊗Am,E/F → Qm,E/F .

We must show that h has kernel Pm,E/F .

Let JE,S denote the SE-ideal group of E. Let b ∈ UE/F , and write b = NE/Fy for

some y ∈ E×. The ideal of OE,S generated by y may be written in the form

yOE,S =
t∏
i=1

A1−σi
i

with t ≥ 0, Ai ∈ JE,S, and σi ∈ Q. For a ∈ Υ, let Ea = F (α), where αp
n

= a. The norm

of y to Ea generates
t∏
i=1

(NE/EaAi)
1−σi|Ea .

Then [McS, Theorem 2.4] implies that

〈a, b〉m,F =
t∑
i=1

NE/FAi ⊗ gσi(a) (4.4)

(see also [Sh2, Theorem 4.3]). By Lemma 4.1, we conclude that h(Ψm,E/F (b)) is equal

to the image of
N∑
i=1

(σi − 1)Ai

in Qm,E/F , which is 0 by the principality of y. Thus, Pm,E/F is contained in the kernel

of h.

On the other hand, if
N∑
i=1

(σi − 1)Ai

has trivial image in Qm,E/F , then there exist Bj ∈ JE,S and τj ∈ Q for some 1 ≤ j ≤M

and M ≥ 0 with NE/FBj having trivial class in AF,S/p
m and such that

C =
N∏
i=1

A1−σi
i

M∏
j=1

B
1−τj
j
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is principal. Let y ∈ E× be a generator of C, and set b = NE/Fy ∈ EF . As before, (4.4)

holds for any a ∈ Υ. Again by Lemma 4.1, we conclude that

Ψm,E/F (b) =
N∑
i=1

(σi − 1)⊗NE/FAi.

Hence, the kernel of h equals Pm,E/F .

We pass to the infinite level. Now let F be any number field and S = SF a set of

primes containing those above p and any real places. Let Kn = F (µpn) for all n ≥ 1, and

let K = F (µp∞). Let Bm,K denote the direct limit of the Bm,Kn . The pairings 〈 · , · 〉m,Kn
for fixed m and increasing n induce, via the usual compatibility of cup products under

corestriction, pairings in the limit

Bm,K × lim←
n

EKn/E
pm

Kn
→ lim←

n

H2(GKn,S, µ
⊗2
pm),

with the inverse limits being taken with respect to norm and corestriction maps, respec-

tively. Let

HK = lim
←
H2(GKn,S,Zp(1)), (4.5)

with the inverse limit taken with respect to corestriction maps. Taking the inverse limit

over m, we obtain a pairing

〈 · , · 〉K : BK × UK → HK(1),

where BK denotes the inverse limit of the Bm,K (which contains the p-completion of the

p-units in K) and

UK = lim
←

(K×n ⊗ Zp) ∼= lim
←

(EKn ⊗ Zp) ∼= lim←
m,n

EKn/E
pm

Kn
,

the inverse limits over n being taken with respect to norm maps. Note that UK is simply

the group of universal norms of p-units, independent of S, as all primes not over p in K

have infinite decomposition groups but trivial inertia groups over F .

Let L be the Kummer extension of K defined by all p-power roots of a pro-p subgroup

Υ of BK , which is defined even though BK is only contained in the p-completion of K×.

We remark that G = Gal(L/K) is necessarily Zp-torsion free. Since

Hom(Υ,HK(1)) ∼= G⊗Zp HK ,

we have a natural map

ΨL/K : UK → IG/I
2
G ⊗Zp HK (4.6)
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induced by

b 7→ (a 7→ 〈a, b〉K)

for b ∈ UK and a ∈ Υ. We call ΨL/K the S-reciprocity map for L/K, and we remark

that it satisfies the obvious analogue of Lemma 4.1. For each n ≥ 1, we may choose a

positive integer mn and an abelian extension Ln/Kn with (Z/pmnZ)-free Galois group

such that Ln ⊂ Ln+1 and L = ∪Ln. Then one sees easily that

ΨL/K(b) = lim
←

Ψmn,Ln/Kn(bn)

for b = (bn) ∈ UK .

Let

UL/K = 〈b = (bn) ∈ UK | bn ∈ (EKn ∩NLn/KnL
×
n )/Ep

mn

Kn
for all n〉

be the group of universal norm sequences in K from the extension L/K (again indepen-

dent of S containing the primes above p). Recall that YL denotes the Galois group of

the maximal unramified abelian pro-p extension of K in which all primes above p split

completely. Let YL/K denote the image of the restriction map YL → YK , and let DL/K

be its kernel. We remark that all primes not above those in S must split in YK , so YK is

in fact the inverse limit of the AKn,S. Furthermore, the image of b ∈ UL/K under ΨL/K

lies in IG/I
2
G ⊗Zp YK and is independent of S containing the primes above p and the

ramified primes in L/K. Set PL/K = ΨL/K(UL/K). We define the following quotient of

IGYL/I
2
GYL:

QL/K = IGYL/IGDL/K .

The following is verified from Theorem 4.2 by taking inverse limits (and by the above

remarks, is independent of our choice of S).

Theorem 4.3. There is a canonical isomorphism

(IG/I
2
G ⊗Zp YL/K)/PL/K

∼−→ QL/K

of Zp-modules.

We end this section with the following remark.

Remark. Suppose that L is Galois over some subfield F0 of F , and set Γ̃ = Gal(K/F0).

Then the isomorphism in Theorem 4.3 is an isomorphism of Zp[[Γ̃]]-modules.

5 Cup products with p

In this section, we combine our results on the Galois representation of Ohta with the cup

product construction of the previous section. We return to the setting of Section 3. In
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particular, we take p ≥ 5, we let F be the extension of Q(µp) cut out by a nontrivial even

character θ satisfying Hypotheses 1 and 2, we let K denote the cyclotomic Zp-extension

of F , and we let L be the fixed field of the kernel of c̄ on GK .

We prove in this section that the map given by taking cup products with p at the

level of K is surjective if and only if Up − 1 generates the Eisenstein ideal. We describe

the computational verification of this generation in the case that N = 1 and p < 1000.

This proves Conjecture 1.1 for these p. Not directly used in this proof but quite striking

on its own, we demonstrate in Theorem 5.2 an identification between Up − 1 in the

Eisenstein ideal I modulo its square and the image modulo Γ̃ = Gal(K/Q)-coinvariants

of a universal norm in K with norm p−1 in Q under the S-reciprocity map ΨL/K of (4.6).

(Here, we have let SE consist of the primes above p and any real places for any E/Q.)

The following is a corollary of Theorem 4.3.

Corollary 5.1. There is a canonical isomorphism of Zp[[Γ̃]]-modules

(IG/I
2
G ⊗Zp YK)(1)/P(1)

L/K

∼−→ (IGYL/I
2
GYL)(1).

Proof. Note that YL/K = YK , as L/K is totally ramified at p by Lemma 3.3. Further-

more, by Lemma 3.4, we have (DL/K/IGYL)(ωθ−1) = 0, which implies that

(IGDL/K/I
2
GYL)(1) = 0,

since G ∼= G(θω−1). The result then follows from Theorem 4.3.

Let 1− ζ = (1− ζpn) ∈ UK for ζ = (ζpn) a generator of the Tate module of µp∞ . Note

that 1− ζ has norm p[F :Q(µp)] in Q. Let h and I be as before. We remark that Theorem

3.5 and its proof set up canonical isomorphisms

(IG/I
2
G ⊗Zp YK)Γ̃

∼= (IGXL/I
2
GXL)Γ̃

∼= I/I2,

using in particular (3.6), Lemma A.3, and Lemma 3.4 in obtaining the first isomorphism.

Theorem 5.2. Under the canonical isomorphism

(IG/I
2
G ⊗Zp YK)Γ̃

∼= I/I2

the image of ΨL/K(1− ζ) is identified with [F : Q(µp)](1− Up).

Proof. Let Kn = F (µpn), and for each n ≥ 1, let Ln ⊂ L be an abelian extension of Kn

such that Gal(Ln/Kn) is (Z/pmnZ)-free for some mn ≥ 1, with Ln ⊂ Ln+1 and L = ∪Ln.
Let b = (bn) ∈ UL/K , and write

bn = NLn/Knyn (mod Ep
mn

Kn
)
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for some yn ∈ L×n for each n ≥ 1. Let JLn denote the ideal group of Ln (which contains

JLn,S as a direct summand), and write

ynOLn = Bn

tn∏
i=1

A
1−σi,n
i,n mod pmnJLn

for some tn ≥ 0, Ai,n ∈ JLn,S and σi,n ∈ Gal(Ln/Kn) with 1 ≤ i ≤ tn, and Bn in the

subgroup of JLn generated by the primes in SLn . We then have (by [McS, Theorem 2.4]

and Lemma 4.1)

Ψmn,Ln/Kn(bn) =
tn∑
i=1

(σi,n − 1)⊗NLn/KnAi,n.

Let ΘL/K(b) denote the image of ΨL/K(b) in (IGXL/I
2
GXL)Γ̃. As the image of ΨL/K(b)

in (IGYL/I
2
GYL)Γ̃ is trivial by Corollary 5.1, we have that ΘL/K(b) = v[P], where [P]

denotes the image of any chosen prime P of L above p in (IGXL/I
2
GXL)Γ̃ and v ∈ Zp

denotes the sum of the valuations of b at primes above p in K. In other words, ΘL/K(b)

is the image in this group of the −rvth power of a geometric Frobenius Φp in Dp, where

r is the residue degree of p in F/Q.

Since (PL/K)Γ̃ surjects onto the span of Up−1 in I/I2 by Theorem 3.6 and Corollary

5.1, there exists b ∈ UL/K with d̄(ΘL/K(b)) − 1 = Up − 1. Choosing such a b, we have

−rv = 1, as d̄(Φp) = Up (again by [O4, Theorem 3.4.2]). Let ε denote the natural

projection UK → U (1)
K . We remark that U (1)

K is free of rank 1 over Zp[[Γ]], generated by

ε(1− ζ). Since v = −r−1 has trivial valuation at p, the element ε(b) also generates U (1)
K

as a Zp[[Γ]]-module. In particular, we have U (1)
K = U (1)

L/K . (It is also possible to see this

using cohomological methods.) Since the sum of the valuations of 1− ζ at primes above

p in K is equal to the number g of such primes, we have

ΘL/K(1− ζ) = ΘL/K(ε(1− ζ)) = [P]g = ΘL/K(b)−rg = ΘL/K(b)−[F :Q(µp)].

The result follows.

We require a few lemmas. First, we employ Poitou-Tate duality to verify the following

reflection principle. Set UF = EF ⊗ Zp.

Lemma 5.3. We have A
(ω2θ−1)
F,S = 0, and U (ω2θ−1)

F is free of rank 1 over O.

Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we have that A
(θω−1)
F,S = 0 (or see [L, Theorem 1.3.1]). On the

other hand, the (θω−1)-eigenspace of BrS(F )[p] is trivial by Hypothesis 1b. Hence, (4.2)

implies that the (θω−1)-eigenspace of H2(GF,S, µp) is trivial. Since

H i(GF,S, µp)
(θω−1) ∼= H i(GQ,S, (O/pO)(ω2θ−1))
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for any i ≥ 0, the fact that the Euler characteristic of the latter cohomology groups is

one implies that the (θω−1)-eigenspace of H1(GF,S, µp) is trivial as well. By Poitou-Tate

duality, this implies that the kernel of

H2(GF,S, µp)
(ω2θ−1) → BrS(F )[p](ω

2θ−1)

is trivial. As this kernel is the (ω2θ−1)-eigenspace of AF,S/p, we have the first statement.

Now, consider the (ω2θ−1)-eigenspace of
⊕

v∈SF H
1(GFv , µp). In fact, it follows from

a result of C. Greither (see [Sh1, Corollary 2.2]) that under Hypotheses 1b and c, this

eigenspace is a one-dimensional vector space over O/pO. Again applying Poitou-Tate

duality, the trivialities demonstrated above and (4.1) imply that

(EF/EpF )(ω2θ−1) ∼= H1(GF,S, µp)
(ω2θ−1) ∼=

(⊕
v∈SF

H1(GFv , µp)
)(ω2θ−1)

,

finishing the proof.

We also have the following.

Lemma 5.4. Every element of U (ω2θ−1)
F is a universal norm from K.

Proof. Let UK/F denote the subgroup of UF of elements which are universal norms from

K. By [Sh3, Corollary A.2], we have an exact sequence

0 → Y Γ
K ⊗Zp Γ → UF/UK/F → ker

( ⊕
v∈SK

Γv → Γ
)
→ (YK)Γ → AF,S → 0 (5.1)

(which in this case results from [Si, Theorem 6.5]). By Lemma 5.3, we have that

A
(ω2θ−1)
F,S = 0. Next, note that ( ⊕

v∈SK

Γv
)(ω2θ−1)

= 0

by Hypothesis 1c. Then, (5.1) implies that (YK)
(ω2θ−1)
Γ = 0, so Y

(ω2θ−1)
K = 0 by

Nakayama’s Lemma. Applying (5.1) one more time, we see that U (ω2θ−1)
F = U (ω2θ−1)

K/F ,

as desired.

For q ≥ 2 even, let hq(N ;O) denote the ordinary cuspidal Hecke algebra over O
of level p, weight q, and character θω−q. Let Iq(N ;O) denote the Eisenstein ideal in

hq(N ;O), which is generated by Up − 1 and Tl − 1 − θ(l)κ(l)ql−1 for primes l 6= p. Let

hq denote the localization of hq(N ;O) at the unique maximal ideal containing Iq(N ;O),

and let Iq denote the resulting Eisenstein ideal in hq. Let

Pq = [1 + p]− (1 + p)q ∈ Λh.

Then hq ∼= h/Pqh [H2, Corollary 3.2].
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Lemma 5.5. We have Iq ∼= I/PqI.

Proof. We have Iq ∼= I/(Pqh ∩ I), and we claim that Pqh ∩ I = PqI. To see this, it

suffices to show that Pq does not divide the characteristic ideal of the principal Λh-module

h/I, which we know to be generated by a power series gθ with gθ((1+p)s−1) = Lp(θ, 1−s)
for s ∈ Zp. Since q is a positive even integer, the argument of Lemma 3.2 goes through

(with O(−1) replaced by O(1− q)).

By Lemma 3.4, we may identify the (ωθ−1)-eigenspaces of XK and YK , as well as of

AF and AF,S. Similarly, the (ωθ−1)-eigenspace of HK , with HK as in (4.5), is simply

Y
(ωθ−1)
K by Hypothesis 1b. We are now ready to prove the following theorem on the

surjectivity of pairing with p under the cup product.

Theorem 5.6. The following are equivalent:

a. 〈p,UK〉(ω
2θ−1)

K = X
(ωθ−1)
K (1),

b. 〈p, EF/EpF 〉
(ω2θ−1)
1,F = A

(ωθ−1)
F ⊗ µp,

c. Up − 1 generates the ideal I of h,

d. Up − 1 generates the ideal Iq of hq.

Proof. We first consider the equivalence of conditions a and b. It follows from Lemma

5.4 that the image of 〈p,UK〉(ω
2θ−1)

K under the natural quotient map

X
(ωθ−1)
K (1) → A

(ωθ−1)
F ⊗ µp

equals 〈p, EF/EpF 〉
(ω2θ−1)
1,F (using p also to denote its image in EF/EpF ). Since this map is

given by taking the quotient modulo the action of the maximal ideal of Λ (again using

Hypothesis 1c as in Lemma 5.4), Nakayama’s Lemma implies that parts a and b are

equivalent.

Let m denote the maximal ideal of h containing I. By Lemma 5.5 and Nakayama’s

Lemma, conditions c and d are both equivalent to the image of Up− 1 generating I/mI
as an O-module. We prove that this latter condition is equivalent to part b in a series

of steps.

Let Q be the quotient of G modulo the Λ-submodule determined by the maximal

ideal of Λ. Let E be the subextension of L/F with Q = Gal(E/F ). It follows from

the principality of G as a Λ-module that Q has dimension 1 over O/pO. By Lemma
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5.3, E is defined by (EF/EpF )(ω2θ−1) as a Kummer extension. Let η be a generator of

(EF/EpF )(ω2θ−1) as an O-module. Then

〈p, EF/EpF 〉
(ω2θ−1)
1,F = 〈η, EF/EpF 〉

(ω2θ−1)
1,F ,

and both groups are necessarily generated by 〈p, η〉1,F as anO-module. That is, condition

b is equivalent to the statement that A
(ωθ−1)
F ⊗µp is generated by 〈p, η〉1,F as anO-module.

Lemma A.3 and the isomorphism (3.7) in the proof of Theorem 3.5 yield isomor-

phisms

(IQ/I
2
Q ⊗ AF/p)

(1) ∼= IQ/I
2
Q ⊗O A

(ωθ−1)
F /p ∼= C/mC ⊗O B/mB ∼= I/mI (5.2)

in the quotient. Since IQ/I
2
Q is a one-dimensional O/pO-vector space, this sets up a

noncanonical isomorphism of O-modules

A
(ωθ−1)
F ⊗ µp ∼= I/mI. (5.3)

If I/mI has O/pO-dimension greater than 1, then the image of Up− 1 cannot generate

I/mI, nor can 〈p, η〉1,F generate A
(ωθ−1)
F ⊗µp. We may therefore assume that bothO/pO-

vector spaces in (5.3) are one-dimensional. We are reduced to proving that 〈p, η〉1,F is

nonzero if and only if the image of Up − 1 in I/mI is nonzero.

By Theorems 4.3 and 3.6, we have that

(IG/I
2
G ⊗Zp YK)Γ̃/(PL/K)Γ̃

∼= (IGYL/I
2
GYL)Γ̃

∼= I/(V + I2),

where V is the Zp-module generated by Up−1. By definition, P(1)
E/F contains the image of

(PL/K)Γ̃ in (IQ/I
2
Q⊗AF/p)(1). In the proof of Theorem 5.2 it was shown that U (1)

K = U (1)
L/K ,

and hence the element p in F is a universal norm from L. Therefore, P(1)
E/F is in fact

equal to the image of (PL/K)Γ̃. It follows that we have an isomorphism in the quotient

(IQ/I
2
Q ⊗ AF/p)

(1)/P(1)
E/F

∼= I/(V + mI). (5.4)

Now, 〈p, η〉1,F is nontrivial if and only if P(1)
E/F is nontrivial as well. By (5.2) and (5.4),

the latter nontriviality occurs if and only if the image of Up− 1 in I/mI is nonzero.

We now focus on the case that N = 1, so F = Q(µp), K = Q(µp∞), and θ = ωk for

some positive even integer k < p with p | Bk and p - Bp+1−k. In general, we call (p, k)

an irregular pair if k is a positive even integer such that k < p and p | Bk.

The following was proven using a program we wrote for the computational alge-

bra package Magma. In particular, we used its built-in routines for modular symbols

(programmed by W. Stein).
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Theorem 5.7. For all irregular pairs (p, k) with p < 1000, the element Up−1 generates

I2.

Sketch of Proof. It suffices to show that Up − 1 generates the abelian group I2/I2
2 . We

did this by computation as follows. Let H2 denote the full cuspidal Hecke algebra over

Z of weight 2, level p, and character ωk−2. We computed the Hecke operators Up and

Ti in H2 for all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ (p + 1)/6 as elements of Md(Z[ξ]) for an appropriate

d and a fixed primitive (p − 1)st root of unity ξ, which act on the space of cuspidal

modular symbols with respect to a fixed choice of basis. These Ti generate H2 as a

Z-submodule (for the case of Γ0(p), see [AS], where the result is derived from a result of

J. Sturm; the case of Γ1(p) and arbitrary character follows similarly from [St, Corollary

9.20]). We then considered the images T̄i and Ūp of these matrices in Md(Z/p
2Z), via

the appropriate choice of embedding of Z[ξ] in Zp followed by reduction.

Let M denote the subgroup of Md(Z/p
2Z) spanned by the T̄i. We checked that pM

has p-rank d, the rank of H2 as a Z-module. We then computed the minimal integer

N such that the T̄i with 1 ≤ i ≤ N generate M as a Z/p2Z-module. Then p and the

Ti −
∑

0<e|i ω(e)k−2e with 1 ≤ i ≤ N generate I2 over Zp, provided that

(H2 ⊗ Zp)/I2
∼= h2/I2

∼= Zp/B2,ωk−2

is of order p, which we checked. We computed the images I and J of I2 and I2
2 , respec-

tively, in M using these elements and their products. We verified that I is generated by

J and Ūp − 1. Since I2
2 contains p2h2, this suffices to prove that I2 is generated by I2

2

and Up − 1.

We remark that for all irregular pairs (p, k) with p < 1000, we have p - Bp+1−k. The

following are then direct consequences of Theorems 5.6 and 5.7.

Corollary 5.8. For all irregular primes p with p < 1000, we have the equality

〈p,UK〉K = XK(1).

Corollary 5.9. For all p < 1000, the pairing 〈 · , · 〉1,F is surjective, and 〈p, 1 − ζp〉1,F
generates its image as a Zp[∆]-module.

Thus, we have proven Theorem 1.2 of the introduction. Furthermore, 〈 · , · 〉1,F is

given in each eigenspace, up to a scalar which is nonzero modulo p, by the formula

that can now be found at www.math.mcmaster.ca/∼sharifi (see [McS, Theorem 5.1]).

This computation has numerous interesting corollaries, in particular to the structure of

unramified pro-p Galois groups and to products in the K-theory of cyclotomic integer

rings (including Z), which we intend to discuss in later work. For now, we refer the

reader to [McS] for the details of some of these applications and elaborate on just one.
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The surjectivity of the cup product for p = 691, which divides B12, implies a conjec-

ture of Ihara’s on the existence of a particular relation in the 12th graded piece of Ihara’s

Z691-Lie algebra arising from the outer Galois action on the pro-691 fundamental group

π[691] of P1 − {0, 1,∞}. We describe this conjecture briefly and refer the reader to [I]

for more details. Specifically, if π[p](i) denotes the ith term in the lower central series of

π[p], one may consider the filtration of GQ by the kernels F iGQ of the homomorphisms

GQ → Out(π[p]/π[p](i+ 1)) induced by the outer action of GQ on π[p]. The direct sum

gp =
∞⊕
i=1

F iGQ/F
i+1GQ

forms a graded Zp-Lie algebra with commutator induced from that of GQ. Ihara showed

that the Lie algebra gp contains nontrivial elements σi ∈ grigp for odd i ≥ 3. P. Deligne

conjectured that the graded Qp-Lie algebra gp ⊗Zp Qp is freely generated by the σi. On

the other hand, Ihara conjectured a specific relation in g691:

2[σ3, σ9]− 27[σ5, σ7] ∈ 691gr12g691.

This is an immediate corollary of Corollary 5.9 for p = 691 and [McS, Theorem 9.11].

The point is that this relation is the image of a relation in the Galois group of the

maximal pro-691 unramified outside 691 extension of Q(µ691) in which the powers of the

commutators appearing in the relation are determined by values of the cup product on

cyclotomic 691-units.

6 Selmer groups

In this section, we give one special example of the use of Theorem 3.5 in the computation

of Selmer groups. That is, we consider Greenberg’s Selmer group attached to Ohta’s

Galois module X introduced in Section 2. We consider only the lattice X in the tensor

product of X with the quotient field of the cuspidal Hecke algebra h, and we do not

introduce any cyclotomic twist. (Another particularly nice choice is the lattice X+⊕IX−

twisted by the inverse of det ρ.)

Set W = X ⊗h HomZp(h/I,Qp/Zp). This is isomorphic as a Hecke module to the

Pontryagin dual of X/IX, while its Galois action is induced by that on X. Recall our

fixed decomposition and inertia groups Dp and Ip, respectively, at p in GQ. We will

compute the Selmer group

Sel(Q,W ) = ker(H1(GQ,S,W ) → H1(Ip,W ))

and the strict Selmer group

SelS(Q,W ) = ker(H1(GQ,S,W ) → H1(Dp,W )).
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Such Selmer groups are defined and discussed in detail in [G]. (In general, it is necessary

to take a quotient of W by a Dp-submodule in the local Selmer groups, but here that

submodule is trivial as the Hodge-Tate weights specialize to 0 and 1− k in weight k.)

We continue with the notation and hypotheses of the previous sections. The decom-

position of X as X+ ⊕X− yields a decomposition of W into plus and minus parts which

are (h/I)-modules. Note that GQ acts by φC of (3.1) on W . In other words, W fits in

an exact sequence

0 → W+ → W → W/W+ → 0

of Galois modules, where W+ is fixed by GQ and W/W+ = (W/W+)(ωθ−1). We have

Selmer groups for W+ and W/W+ defined analogously to those of W .

We prove our result through a series of lemmas.

Lemma 6.1. The Selmer group Sel(Q,W+) is trivial.

Proof. We have an exact sequence

0 → H1(Γ̃,W+) → H1(GQ,S,W
+) → HomΛ̃(ZK ,W

+)

(where ZK is the Galois group of the maximal abelian pro-p unramified outside p ex-

tension of K), and the rightmost group is trivial since W+ has a trivial Γ̃-action. On

the other hand, the facts that p - [F : Q] and K/F is totally ramified at primes above

p imply that H1(Γ̃,W+) has trivial intersection with Sel(Q,W+), which must then be

0.

Lemma 6.2. The natural map

Sel(Q,W ) → Sel(Q,W/W+)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. We remark thatH2(GQ,S,W
+) is trivial sinceW+ is fixed by Γ̃. AsH2(GQ,S,W

+)

is p-power torsion and GQ,S has p-cohomological dimension 2, this follows from the triv-

iality of

H2(GQ,S,Z/pZ) ∼= (AQ(µp)/p)
(ω) = 0.

Noting also that (W/W+)(1) = 0, we have a commutative diagram

0 // H1(GQ,S,W
+) //

φ
��

H1(GQ,S,W ) //

��

H1(GQ,S,W/W
+)

��

// 0

0 // H1(Ip,W
+) // H1(Ip,W ) // H1(Ip,W/W

+).
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In fact, φ factors through H1(Dp,W
+), and hence its image is contained in the Dp/Ip-

invariant part of H1(Ip,W
+). Let φ′ denote the map to this group induced by φ. By

the Snake Lemma and Lemma 6.1, we obtain an exact sequence

0 → Sel(Q,W ) → Sel(Q,W/W+) → cokerφ′.

We remark that

H1(Ip,W
+)Dp/Ip ∼= H1(Γ̃,W+),

which shows that φ′ is surjective.

Lemma 6.3. There is a canonical isomorphism of Zp-modules

Sel(Q,W/W+)
∼−→ Homh(I/I2,W+),

which is given by lifting to H1(GQ,S,W ) followed by restriction to GHL,S. The resulting

homomorphism has image in W+ and factors through (IGXL/I
2
GXL)Γ̃

∼= I/I2, the latter

isomorphism being as in Theorem 3.5.

Proof. Since (W/W+)(1) = 0, we have an isomorphism

H1(GQ,S,W/W
+) ∼= H1(GK,S,W/W

+)Γ̃.

Hence, we have

Sel(Q,W/W+) ∼= HomΛ̃(XK ,W/W
+).

Eigenspace considerations force an isomorphism

HomΛ̃(XK ,W/W
+) ∼= HomΛ(X

(ωθ−1)
K ,W/W+).

The latter group is computable by Theorem 2.1:

HomΛ(X
(ωθ−1)
K ,W/W+) ∼= Homh(B/IB,W−).

Since C/IC is free of rank 1 over h/I, we have that

Homh(B/IB,W−) ∼= Homh(B/IB ⊗h C/IC,W− ⊗h C/IC). (6.1)

Since C = Endh(X
−,X+) ∼= h, we have a canonical isomorphism

W− ⊗h C/IC ∼= W+.

This and the fact that B/IB ⊗h C/IC ∼= I/I2 now imply the existence of the desired

isomorphism.
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Let us show that this isomorphism agrees with its description in the statement of

this theorem. That is, take a cocycle f with class in Sel(Q,W/W+), and let f̃ be a

cocycle with class in H1(GQ,S,W ) lifting that of f . Then the restriction f̃ |GK,S lifts the

homomorphism f |GK,S . Furthermore, f̃ |GHL,S is a homomorphism with image inW+. Let

E denote the fixed field of the kernel of f̃ |GHL,S , so that f̃ |GHL,S factors through a map g

on Gal(E/HL). Since no ∆̃-invariant homomorphisms GK,S → Z/pZ exist, Gal(E/HL)

is contained in the commutator subgroup of Gal(E/K). As GL,S acts trivially on W ,

we have

f̃([σ, τ ]) = (σ − 1)f̃(τ) = c̄(σ)f(τ) ∈ W+.

for σ ∈ GK,S and τ ∈ GL,S. Therefore, the map which takes f to g is, by the identifi-

cations in Theorem 3.5, both the isomorphism in (6.1) and given by the description in

the statement of the lemma.

Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 yield the following as an immediate corollary.

Theorem 6.4. There is a canonical isomorphism of Zp-modules

Sel(Q,W )
∼−→ Homh(I/I2,W+).

As for the strict Selmer group, we obtain the following. Recall that V denotes the

Zp-module generated by Up − 1.

Theorem 6.5. There is a canonical isomorphism of Zp-modules

SelS(Q,W )
∼−→ Homh(I/(V + I2),W+).

Proof. Let ϑ denote the homomorphism

ϑ : H1(GQ,S,W
+) → H1(Dp,W

+).

Again, SelS(Q,W
+) = 0, and as in the proof of Theorem 6.4, we obtain an exact

sequence

0 → SelS(Q,W ) → SelS(Q,W/W
+)

δ−→ cokerϑ.

Note that SelS(Q,W/W
+) ∼= Sel(Q,W/W+), as Y

(ωθ−1)
K

∼= X
(ωθ−1)
K . Since Dp acts

trivially on W+, we have

H1(Dp,W
+) ∼= H1(Γ̃,W+)⊕H1(Dp/Ip,W

+),

and the cokernel of ϑ is canonically isomorphic to H1(Dp/Ip,W
+).
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By Lemma 6.3 and the Snake Lemma, δ induces a map

Homh(I/I2,W+) → H1(Dp/Ip,W
+),

which is given by identifying I/I2 and (IGXL/I
2
GXL)Γ̃ as in Theorem 3.5, restricting to

the image of Dp ∩ GL,S in this group, which is isomorphic to a quotient of Dp/Ip, and

finally inflating. By Theorem 3.6, the kernel of this map is canonically isomorphic to

Homh(I/(V + I2),W+), as desired.

Let W = X⊗h HomZp(h,Qp/Zp). We obtain as a corollary the following small piece

of a “main conjecture” for an Eisenstein component of the Hida representation, which

should be a direct analogue of [G, Conjecture 2.2]. Note that Up − 1 occurs as a factor

in the two-variable p-adic L-function of Mazur and K. Kitagawa at the trivial character

(see [Ki, Theorem 4.8], for instance).

Proposition 6.6. If I/I2 is generated as a Zp-module by Up− 1, then SelS(Q,W) = 0.

Proof. Since I is a principal ideal of h generated by Up − 1, we have an exact sequence

0 → W → W
·(Up−1)−−−−→ W → 0.

Since the image of c|Ip generates h and d|Ip is trivial, we have WGQ,S ⊆ W+ and WDp ⊆
W+. Since d has image Up on the inverse of a Frobenius at p in Dp and Up− 1 generates

I, we have furthermore that WGQ,S and WDp are contained in W+. Finally, since the

images of b and d− 1 are contained in I, we have equality, i.e.,

WGQ,S = WDp = W+.

A diagram chase then provides an exact sequence of Selmer groups

SelS(Q,W ) → SelS(Q,W)
·(Up−1)−−−−→ SelS(Q,W).

By Theorem 6.5, SelS(Q,W ) = 0, and the result follows from Nakayama’s Lemma

applied to the finitely generated h-module HomZp(SelS(Q,W),Qp/Zp).

A Eigenspaces

In this appendix, we prove a decomposition result (Proposition A.2) for the structure of

eigenspaces of tensor products of Zp[∆̃]-modules. We use only its consequence (Lemma

A.3) for trivial eigenspaces in this article, but the general result would be useful should

one wish to consider more general eigenspaces.
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Let ∆̃ be a finite abelian group of order prime to p. Let ∆̃∗ denote the group of Qp-

valued characters on ∆̃. Given a character ψ ∈ ∆̃∗, we let Rψ denote the unramified ex-

tension of Zp generated by the values of ψ. We denote the set of Gal(Qp/Qp)-conjugacy

classes of characters in ∆̃∗ by Σ, and we denote the conjugacy class of ψ by [ψ]. We

have a ring decomposition (see [MW, Section 1.3])

Zp[∆̃] ∼=
∏

[ψ]∈Σ

Rψ.

In particular, the surjection Zp[∆̃] → Rψ induced by ψ is split.

If A is Zp[∆̃]-module, then we let

A(ψ) = A⊗Zp[∆̃] Rψ
∼= {a ∈ A⊗Zp Rψ | δa = ψ(δ)a for all δ ∈ ∆̃},

where the map Zp[∆̃] → Rψ in the tensor product is the surjection induced by ψ. We

remark that A(ψ) inherits the structure of a Rψ[∆̃]-module. Again, we have a decompo-

sition

A ∼=
⊕
[ψ]∈Σ

A(ψ). (A.1)

In particular A(ψ) and A(χ) are equal as subgroups and isomorphic as Zp[∆̃]-submodules

of A if [ψ] = [χ].

Let R denote the subring of Qp generated by all character values of ∆̃ over Zp. Let

AR = A⊗Zp R, an R[∆̃]-module. We set

Aψ = AR ⊗R[∆̃] R ∼= A⊗Zp[∆̃] R ∼= A(ψ) ⊗Rψ R,

where Zp[∆̃] → R and R[∆̃] → R are the maps induced by ψ and Rψ → R is the

natural inclusion. After extending scalars to R, our decomposition takes the simpler

form

AR ∼=
⊕
χ∈∆̃∗

Aχ.

We wish to work with eigenspaces of tensor products. Let us begin by proving such

a result after extension of scalars.

Lemma A.1. Let ψ ∈ ∆̃∗, and let A and B be Zp[∆̃]-modules. Then

(A⊗Zp B)ψ ∼=
⊕
χ∈∆̃∗

(Aχ ⊗R Bψχ−1

).

Proof. Note that

A⊗Zp B ⊗Zp R ∼= AR ⊗R BR.
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Decomposing AR and BR, we have that

AR ⊗R BR ∼= (
⊕
χ∈∆̃∗

Aχ)⊗R (
⊕
ϕ∈∆̃∗

Bϕ) ∼=
⊕

χ,ϕ∈∆̃∗

(Aχ ⊗R Bϕχ−1

).

We now prove our decomposition result for eigenspaces of tensor products.

Proposition A.2. Let A and B be Zp[∆̃]-modules, and let ϕ ∈ ∆̃∗. Let

Σ2
ϕ = {([χ], [ψ]) ∈ Σ× Σ | ∃ θ ∈ [χ] with ϕθ−1 ∈ [ψ]}.

Then we have a decomposition of Zp[∆̃]-modules

(A⊗Zp B)(ϕ) ∼=
⊕

([χ],[ψ])∈Σ2
ϕ

(A(χ) ⊗Zp B
(ψ))(ϕ).

Proof. Since A and B both decompose into eigenspaces as in (A.1), it suffices to show

that

(A(χ) ⊗Zp B
(ψ))(ϕ) = 0

for χ, ψ ∈ ∆̃∗ with ([χ], [ψ]) /∈ Σ2
ϕ. Note that (A(χ))θ = 0 for θ ∈ ∆̃∗ unless θ ∈ [χ], in

which case (A(χ))θ ∼= Aθ. Therefore, Lemma A.1 implies that

(A(χ) ⊗Zp B
(ψ))ϕ ∼=

⊕
θ∈[χ]

Aθ ⊗R (B(ψ))ϕθ
−1

,

which is trivial since ϕθ−1 /∈ [ψ] for all θ ∈ [χ].

We have the following result for the special case of the trivial eigenspace of the tensor

product.

Lemma A.3. Let A and B be Zp[∆̃]-modules. Then

(A(χ) ⊗Zp B)(1) ∼= (A(χ) ⊗Zp B
(χ−1))(1) ∼= A(χ) ⊗Rχ B

(χ−1).

Proof. Note that Σ2
1 = {([χ], [χ−1]) | [χ] ∈ Σ}. The result then follows from Proposition

A.2 and the isomorphisms

(A(χ) ⊗Zp B
(χ−1))(1) ∼=

A(χ) ⊗Zp B
(χ−1)

〈χ(δ)a⊗ b− a⊗ χ(δ)b | a, b, δ〉
∼= A(χ) ⊗Rχ B

(χ−1),

(where a, b, and δ in the quotient run over elements of A(χ), B(χ−1) and ∆̃, respectively).
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